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Cebu

Main Cities in Southeast Asia

Source: www.aseansmartcities.files.wordpress.com
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Renewed interest in cities and urban areas

Alex Steffen: The shareable future of cities

http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/alex_steffen.html 

Triumph of the City

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dsofgp01tZs&feature=related 

TEDxLiffey Dylan Haskins - The Creative City

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUq209Dk_Sc
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Cities as innovation and idea hub, engines of economic growth
Hierarchical system of cities with different functions & specialisation

Main Capital 
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Urban Acupuncture
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Ignite through a small set of catalyst actions

Use the urban acupuncture as a catalyst, a small set of significant actions that bring together the 
various ingredients in such a way that they "ignite" and create sustainable momentum

Bring all parts 
together and ignite 

to create 
sustainable 

momentum that 
changes the 

economy
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https://4thenollsummerschool.files.wordpress.com/2013/0
6/enoll-27-aug-2013.pdf
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https://4thenollsummerschool.wordpress.com/day-2-innovation-day/ws6-session-to-be-confirmed/
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Alternative (?) Smarter Cities Programme Program and 
Components  1/2

Government to play a key role as catalysts and initial key investor, but keep 
operating role to a minimum

Create a program for smart cities, not one, not two but many (but using a different 
approach)

Define strategy for each city: focus, specialization, and differentiation (mix of 
bottom up and top down guidance) with long-term funding commitment to get 
started

Initial step: Government to focus more on e-government services and information 
to the public related to urban issues

Relocate some key functions to create ICT related jobs 
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Alternative (?) Smarter Cities Programme Program and 
Components  1/2

City as a lab, innovation / creative / smart city – create an open and creative culture, 
special economic zone, high ease of doing business

Open innovation – cities as platforms for open innovation: source solutions from 
the entire community

Key infrastructure is important, “being” a smart is more important,  not Internet of 
things  -> internet of everything (including and for humans)

Skill and capacity development in public sector, computer driving license

Bring ICT closer to the people, not into closed operating center, the “human smart 
city”
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